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ATLAS key features

Carrier frequency at 5.56 
GHz

Atmospheric effects are negligible.

Peak power of 5 kW

Solid state power amplifiers based 
on GaN transistors.

Fully Coherent

All the clocks, pulses, gates and 
frequencies are synchronous with 
highly stable master oscillator.

Arbitrary Waveform

Waveform synthesis and 
configuration is dynamic and in the 
digital domain.

50 MHz of bandwidth

New and innovative waveforms 
with better detection capabilities.

Improve object characterization 
with signal processing.

All digital

Radar configuration, waveform 
synthesis and signal processing 
completely in the digital domain.
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ATLAS Deployment
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Mounting the polarizer to the feed
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Matching the Polarizer
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The Hardware is complete!
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Software Infrastructure
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Control Platform
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Calibration and Observation Strategies
▷ Narrow Beamwidth, Targets with High velocity and 

orbit prediction errors -> hard to track!
▷ Calibration process:

○ Georeferencing
○ Calibration with celestial sources -> sun and moon
○ Calibration with selected objects: ISS, 

CRYOSAT-2, Jason-3 etc…
○ Use radar calibration satellites to tune RCS 

measurements (STELLA, STARLETTE)
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Calibration and Observation Strategies
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▷ Semi-surveillance:
○ Park before it 

passes
○ Fire before and 

after it passes

Richards, Mark A.; Scheer, James A.; 
Holm, William A. (ed.): 'Principles of 

Modern Radar: Basic principles' (Radar, 
Sonar &amp; Navigation, 2010)



Conclusions and Future Work

▷ ATLAS is deployed in the antenna at PASO.
▷ Control Platform is used to monitor and trigger 

the radar by operators.
▷ Tracking objects in LEO demands careful 

calibration and observation plan.
▷ Currently we are implementing the calibration 

and observation plan.
▷ In the near future we will present 

measurements and performance assessment.
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Thanks!
Any questions?

joao.pandeirada@av.it.pt
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